Praise for
Tarot for Manifestation
James Wells
“Tarot for Manifestation by James Wells takes tarot to the next level. The cards become personal tools for
getting things done, practically and efficiently. This is applied meaning at its best – discovering specific
actions for turning desire into reality. Learn how image can become “imagic”. Your life will never be the
same once you’ve tried the fun and creative processes in this book.”
~ Mary K. Greer, author of Who Are You in the Tarot?, Tarot for Your Self, and 21 Ways to Read a Tarot
Card
http://MaryGreer.Wordpress.com/
Clearly define and achieve your goals using Tarot and James' proven techniques. His wonderful teaching
style and real life examples help you quickly master these methods.
~ Barbara Moore, author What Tarot Can Do For You and Practical Tarot for Beginners
www.PracticalTarotReadings.com
James Wells brings Tarot out of the musty old closet of hocus-pocus fortunetelling into a magical map of
life that gives insight and inspiration for anyone who wants a full life of creativity, joy and wonder.
Bravo!"
~ James Wanless, Ph.D., creator of the Voyager Tarot and the Sustain Yourself Cards & Handbook to
Live Well and Live Long
www.SustainYourselfCards.com, www.VoyagerTarot.com
Tarot for Manifestation is a slim book, but it packs quite a wallop for readers who are ready for a genuine
level of Tarot exploration. This is Tarot work at its finest - with real world application. Mr. Wells is
explicit in defining the Tarot ("pasteboards") as a tool.The power comes from the reader's willingness to
clarify goals and set up a conscious path towards them.There are several spreads and ideas as well as a
number of great resources to accomplish this incredible awareness. Each spread is illustrated through an
in depth reading and accompanied by gorgeous colored cards from a variety of decks. This book is a
treasure.
~ Nancy Antenucci, author of Psychic TarotTarot
www.BetweenWorlds.us
James Wells' Tarot for Manifestation infuses Tarot with higher octave methods to open up your Tarot
voice to activate the vibrant personality of your dreams. Tarot for Manifestation is no ordinary Tarot book.
It presents a powerful way to actionably utilize Tarot to enhance the presence of your voice in your life
your way. Open up to your own personal brand of manifestation. Learn to fluidly and continually work
your dreams into fluent reality. Vibrant life is gifted from the simple and easy to use manifestation methods present here. Do more than simply unlock the doors to your dreams. Enliven and activate your
dreams with Tarot for Manifestation. Get this book to further discover your own, personal, action-signature. Discover effective ways to raise the curtain where your dreams live in the play of your life! This is
a wonderful contribution to Tarot with must-have tools to awaken a wonderfully fulfilling life especially
tailored to fit you! Do you have dreams you want to come true? This book is for you!
~ Jordan Hoggard, author of Tarot in the Land of Mystereum: An Imagination Primer

James Wells is an old, wise soul. He is also an incredible teacher who is passionate about tarot cards.
These qualities shine through Tarot for Manifestation, an insightful guide for lovers of tarot, beginners
and advanced alike. This is a book you will come back to again and again –each time being transformed
in the process.
~ Andrew Matzner, Tarot Reader, BeautifulMagicalTarot.com
James Wells, one of today's premiere tarot teachers, brings his wisdom and experience to a whole new
audience with "Tarot for Manifestation." If you've never had the pleasure of experiencing a workshop
with James -- or better yet, a personal reading -- you can enjoy his insight and analysis through this guide.
James' words are gentle, encouraging, and enlightening. You'll feel more empowered with every page.
~ Corrine Kenner, author of Tarot and Astrology, The Wizards Tarot, and Tarot for Writers
Tarot for Manifestation is a workbook of personal transformation that Tarot novices and experts can return
to year after year to mine the symbolic gold of the soul--deepening self awareness, dissolving what stands
in the way of personal greatness, and drilling down to specific, practical actions that allow us to live with
a profound sense of freedom and intention--knowing that our daily choices are aligned with our deepest
selves.
~ Danya D. Smith, Tarot Reader, www.ContemplativeTarot.com
Tarot for Manifestation by James Wells is a slim volume yet so rich in content, its meaning and power expand beyond its pages to fill your mind with possibility. It provides the reader with a set of unique exercises to create your own fortune using tarot cards as a vehicle to help manifest your needs and desires.
The exercises are clear and direct, and the real life examples included demonstrate both their execution
and their validity. The book's subtitle could well be "Practical Magic," for it gives the reader step by step
instructions in the everyday practice and deeper purpose of bringing your dreams into reality. Through
this work, Wells has given beginning and experienced readers alike a valuable tool for self discovery and
empowerment.
~ Ellen Lorenzi-Prince, creator of The Tarot of the Crone
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